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About This Game

Toast Time is a throwback to the golden age of video games where old-school homebrew titles fused arcade action with a
distinctly British sense of humour.

--

An appetising arena shoot-em-up garnished with tower-defence elements and served warm with awesome-sauce (probably
syrup).

Inter-dimensional time-blob beasties have sailed the cosmos in pursuit of spare time, and now they've found it, tasted it, on an
idyllic Monday morning.

Assume the role of TERRY (toast-ejecting recoil & reload system), a humble and solitary toaster with an uncontrollable love for
English breakfasts, hats and scheduling.

Click to launch toast, crumpets and magnitudes of other breakfast paraphernalia at the beasties. Bounce around and crush them
with your hot metallic mass. Tip over bins, and use the environments to your advantage. Drink a little coffee and go a little

crazy. Do everything it takes to defend toast time – you are Monday morning's final hope. Have your toast and eat it.

Feature List:

 54 action-packed missions.
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 16 exciting bread-based weapons.

 Iron man survival mode & bonus COFFEE TIME mode.

 Loads of colourful hats and customisations.

 Addictive and original gameplay mechanics.

 Steam Achievements, Leaderboards, Stats, Cloud Save & Trading Cards.

 Super-slick audio and calibrated soundtrack -- each level has its own piece of music.
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Title: Toast Time
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Force Of Habit
Publisher:
Force Of Habit
Release Date: 27 Aug, 2014
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Suitable memory game for children of all ages, babies, preschoolers, school children, teenagers and adults with 18 levels.
Ranging from lightweight to large and complex levels. Easy for achievementhunters.. Good ♥♥♥♥ing Meme. Very good dlc.
The lead guitar is quite easy but fast, so you definetly want to learn economy picking. The intro can get quite frustrating in the
beginning however with enough practice you can see that its easy compared to others. Great game for spending some time, but
it's absolutely not worth the 14,99€

It's basicaly a mobile app made available to PC... Two thumbs up -- great re-imagining of a film property.. I had played this
game when I was 4 and had broken my leg. I couldn't move around very much with a broken leg and all so I mainly stayed on a
loveseat. My dad had taken a ton of days off so that he could be home with me, and one of my favorite things to do with him
was play this game. I had my leg broken for almost 4 months, and every day I played non stop. Once it had healed, I would
eventually forget about this game. Years later, I was wondering through the steam store and saw this by chance, and immediately
bought it. Never checked to see if it would crash or not on my OS, see if my rig was too powerful, none of that. I bought it from
sheer nostalgia. This game has been a huge part of my life, and you should make it part of yours too. My absolute favorite game
of all time.

Edit: Literally have shakes because I'm so excited. They ae making, and close to finishing, Cossacks 3 for PC!!!. All you do is
jump, shoot and die a lot and find where you're going wrong to approach it better next time. It's also a free game on mobile, at
least on Android. Wouldn't recommend it overall. Pixel Puzzles 2: RADical ROACH has proved to be so far my favourite of the
series. It has all the features which I hated most about it's predecessors removed i.e The main menu mini game & tasks to
complete while you're solving puzzles. Next it has all of the my favourite features included, like being able to solve the puzzles
in any order & the ability to turn of puzzle rotation. Only negative I would say is the music. Normally I would like this kind of
music in any other game. But in a tranquil game about solving puzzles it just seemed a little to hectic for taste.
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Interesting and clever concept for a puzzle game. However, the campaign level design seems random. The first couple of levels
make sense and increase in difficulty. But then the levels get bigger and bigger with more mirroring possibilities yet where it
says you need a maximum of 26 moves for 3-stars, you can finish the level easily with 5 steps? The next level then seems much
harder requiring many retries. It all seem very randomly generated with little thought of level design. I only recommend you buy
it when it's for sale.. To be fair, this promotional product will help you track down ransomware and gives you a never-expired
anti-virus renewals to your PC. But as the days passed on, this product was completely useless and eventually expired your
product. For those who wants this: Don't buy it; it will take your money away.. Very well built game, just needs gamepad
support.. If you want the truth from a person you think lies, force to play this, guarantee going to speak after a few hours..
Sakuya : ........ Uh! Gross mess of sound of graphics. Devs have gone out of their way to produce hard to distinguish graphics
and sounds that grate and annoy.

Looks like it might be a good game, but buried under so much crud as it make it very very annoying to play.
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